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Social Distancing Signage Remains Essential
Consider these options to keep awareness high
Spring has sprung and that means it may
be time to refresh your social distancing
signage after a hard winter in many parts
of the country. And as the COVID-19 virus
seems likely to be with us (in some form)
for the foreseeable future, social distancing
signage remains important.
If your business needs new signage,
review your options as far as the materials,
applications and styles available.
Vinyl floor graphics
Vinyl floor graphics are a good choice for
wayfinding, maintaining six feet of distance
between shoppers or indicating if aisles
are one way. With so many consumers
looking down at phones, the floor is a focal
point to capitalize on. Floor graphics are

also easily removable from most surfaces.
Professionally designed and produced
signs have greater durability, traction
and adhesion.
A-frame signs or sandwich boards
Convenient and portable, these versatile
signs can be placed almost anywhere there
is a need to share important information
or directions.
Window graphics
Like floor graphics, sturdy and long-lasting
window signs are specially made to share
promotions, broadcast sales and entice
shoppers. Window signs are also doing
double duty as social distancing signs, thanks
to their ease of installation, eye-catching
placement and fade-resistant qualities.

Decals
Decals are another good option for customers
who want custom signs in any size or shape.
Tough, resilient, thin and adhesive-backed,
they can be easily affixed nearly anywhere.
Smaller sizes can be used on mirrors, seating,
windows, doors, tabletops, fabrics and more
to share important information with visitors
and employees—with the advantage of
stress-free removal.
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Marketing
Insights

Beat Idea Fatigue with These
Easy Video Marketing Tips

Video marketing is hotter
than ever and will grow into
an even bigger thing as time
goes on.
The problem is that even highly motivated
marketers, sold on the many virtues of video,
may struggle with creating a regular, ongoing
stream of engaging and watchable content.
One solution? Be brave and branch out.
“If you’re not experimenting with video,
you’re simply sitting on the sidelines
watching the big game unfold,” observes
veteran digital marketer Barry Feldman,
writing for MarketingProfs.com.
By “experimenting” Feldman means using
resources you already have to economically
create ongoing streams of fresh new video.

Big idea: Put employees
on camera
Sounds obvious, right? But who should it
be and what should they say? It depends
on your objective, Feldman suggests.
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1. Share and educate.
Subject matter experts (SMEs) are
people who know more about a subject
than others through experience,
education or training. Put your SMEs
on camera and let them share tips,
tools and techniques that will interest
or benefit your audience.
2. Lift the veil.
To create or deepen connections, try
creating a “day in the life” video montage
of a team, department or individual staff
member. It’s a fun and inclusive way to
humanize your organization.

Big idea: Involve and
showcase customers
3. Solicit testimonials.
Whether you’re a new or wellestablished company, many customers
are more than willing to provide a video
testimonial—provided you’re meeting
their needs, that is. Trade shows and
events that you mutually attend provide
great opportunities for this. Often, all
you have to do is ask.

4. Request UGC.
Another way to involve customers in
your business is by asking them for
user-generated content (UGC), which
you can collect and curate by offering
interactive surveys and contests.
Feldman reminds businesses that audiences
love videos because they’re engaging and
easy to consume, and that simple, downto-earth spots often beat slick, high-budget
productions for demonstrating transparency
and authenticity.
Millions of budget-conscious small
businesses are making effective marketing
videos, and the truth is that video is
perfectly doable for any size business in
any field—with any budget.
Give us a call today to discuss how video
can take you to the next level.

Exciting Packaging Design Trends for
2022 Give these clever & fun differentiators
a try

| Did you know? |
Car graphics and wraps give your
organization exposure to thousands
of drivers, all of whom could be potential
customers. This is the kind of marketing
reach that’s cost prohibitive when
compared against broadcast or digital
media impressions. For a polished
appearance, look no further than PIP.
Our state-of-the-art digital printing
technology combined with superior
inks and vinyl products delivers the
professional grade finish you want and

The last couple of years
have been difficult, but many
indicators suggest consumers
want to feel optimistic in 2022.
Packaging design trends reflect
this desire by emphasizing
simplicity, nostalgia and fun.
While many great trends are
playing out this year, these are
our top three favorites.
Minimalism: COVID chaos has us
craving peace and calm. Simple design
that prizes whitespace over clutter is
a breath of fresh air in a retail world
where everything demands attention.
A muted container featuring a minimal
aesthetic will easily stand out while
conveying an impression of luxury
or serenity.
Eccentric text-centric: Focusing on
typography and standout typefaces
as art, rather than photography
or illustration, these fun designs

emphasize text. With bold, contrasting
colors and a unique aesthetic, the
text-only look also satisfies the
minimalist approach by removing
extraneous elements.
Interactive packaging: Connected
packaging uses QR codes to interact
with audiences. Clicking on a QR
code can direct consumers to product
demonstration or instructional videos,
websites or other useful marketing
links for the product. But these codes
have the added value of acting as
a unique customer thumbprint for
the manufacturer, including product
authenticity validation, product
traceability and demographic data
collection.

expect. Whether it’s one vehicle or an
entire fleet, your brand is in expert hands.
Our precision-cutting and application
process ensures a customized wrap
for your vehicle, be it a car, van, bus,
motorcycle or literally anything on
wheels. Drive your message home with
quality car graphics from PIP.

GET INSPIRED!
Need ideas or inspiration?

You need our blog! The resource
center on our website contains blog
articles, tips, insights, case studies,
whitepapers and more to help with
your integrated marketing efforts.
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5 Signs of a Good Sign
What makes for a good sign? Besides one that meets your
needs, here are some other essential characteristics of
effective business signage.
1. Visibility. Signs must be easy to see and read. This entails
clarity, readability, adequate size and height, and aesthetically
pleasing design in terms of colors, brightness, contrast and
image quality.
2.		 Content. A sign is not the place for a lengthy message. Keep
your messaging to-the-point and easily digestible. Make it
attention-grabbing and attractive with catchy messaging
and graphics.
3.		 Position/location. Location is important for signs too, not just
real estate. Strategically place signs for maximum foot traffic
and to catch drivers’ attention near your business.
4. High quality. No one wants a shabby sign. Be sure to invest
in quality, long-lasting materials that are appropriate for your
usage needs and placement considerations.
5. Branding. Your sign should reflect your branding in most
instances, so consider including your logo, business name,
color palette and slogan or tagline.
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